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What	is	fundamental	physics?
• Obviously,	a	wide	(yet	hopefully	non	Kantian!)	category…	

even	in	a	CMB	framework.
• Even	focusing	with	WP	7-6X1,	there	we	have	identified	

several	topics	
– Task	7-6X1.1:	CMB	Anomalies	(A.	Gruppuso)
– Task	7-6X1.2	Neutrino	Cosmology	(M.	Lattanzi)
– Task	7-6X1.3:	Parity	Symmetry	(P.	Natoli)
– Task	7-6X1.4:	Dark	Energy	(V.	Lukovic)
– Task	7-6X1.5:	Nucleosynthesis (L.	Pagano)
– Task	7-6X1.6:	Reionization history	(G.	Polenta)

• There	are	also	obvious	“common	areas”	to	consider	and	
exploit.	The	most	evident	is	with	Inflationary	GW	activities	
in	Padova (N.	Bartolo).	But	there	are	also	“feeding”	WP…
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How	to	map	this	on	a	one-day	
workshop?

• We	should	avoid	spreading	ourselves	too	thinly	
– Cover	everything	with	zero	efficiency	does	not	pay

• Two	options:
– More	workshops?	As	per	Nicola’s	words,	we	can’t	
afford	to	die	on	this…

– More	days?	See	above…	(but	maybe	we	can	give	a	
better	though	to	this)

– Make	a	selection.	Or,	better,	start	with	a	selection	and	
then	see	if/when	we	can	afford	to	be	“wider”



A	few	ideas	to	discuss
• Focus	on	two	areas	(morning/afternoon)

– Proposals	(TBD	of	course):
• Neutrino	cosmology
• CMB	anomalies:	from	phenomenology	to	models

– Other	alternatives:
• Parity	violations	(indeed	my	“model”	is	a	small,	very	focused	workshop	Sabino,	

Nicola	and	Michele	have	organized	in	Padova last	summer:	I	consider	this	as	
the	“number	zero”	COSMOS	induced	workshop)

– Have	3	+	3	talks.	Consider	for	each	area	one	main	talk	for	each	area	
and	two	“minor”,	more	technical	talks	(e.g.	1	+	2	*	½)

– The	major	talk	could	be	given	by	an	external	“guest	star”.	In	any	case	
should	be	introductory-level	

– Allow	ample	time	for	discussions	and	plan	future	work.	
– Timescale:	spring?	(to	capture	most	TD/A	from	this	and	other	projects)
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Combining cosmological observations and oscillation experiments 
one can make a prediction for 0n2b decay
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Indirect constraints from cosmology+oscillations are already at the same 
level as bounds from direct 0n2b decay searches
Can also be used as a consistency check (a tension would indicate a 
systematic or wrong theoretical assumptions, i.e., new physics?)

Gerbino, Lattanzi, Mena, 
Freese, arXiv:1611.07847



Neutrino parameters (Mn and Neff) are also a nuisance for the 
estimation of inflationary parameters

For example, in low reheating scenarios (Neff < 3.046), inflationary 
models with “low” ns are back into the game

Gerbino et al. 2017



Cosmology can also constrain more exotic scenarios like non-
standard interactions among sterile neutrinos (proposed to 
reconcile cosmology and SBL anomalies)

Chu, Dasgupta, Kopp 2015

Forastieri, Lattanzi, Mangano, 
Mirizzi,  Natoli, Saviano, 2017



The famous CMB power anomaly

Suppose this is not a statistical
fluke and that we are seeing hints
of new physics. What are the
mechanisms that can provide
such an effect? If we want to
accommodate it in the primordial
Universe, in general a transition
FAST-SLOW roll of the inflaton
can provide that.

Are we seeing relics of the onset
of the slow-roll inflation via the
power anomaly?



Physical Mechanism

✓ String Theory and Supergravity may provide hints on the transition 
of the inflation from a pre-inflationary to an inflationary phase.

✓ This introduces an infrared depression in the power spectrum of 
primordial perturbations that can be modeled extending ΛCDM model 
with a new scale Δ (infrared depression).

Exact solution
Dudas,Kitazawa,Patil,Sagnotti JCAP 2012



Reconciling low and hi ell?

✓ Performing a MCMC analysis we can 
constrain this new parameter Delta

✓ Results depend on the considered 
Galactic mask. With an extended 
mask, the detection is significant at 
99% C.L..

Posterior probabilities of ∆, in Mpc^-1, (solid line 
for the standard mask with fsky ≃ 90%, and dashed 
line for an extended mask with fsky ≃ 40%).

This analysis indicates that the CMB
anisotropy pattern at large angular scale
exhibits some more power around the
Galactic area. Is this power coming
from last scattering surface or it is not
of cosmological origin? Further
investigations are needed

A.Gruppuso, N. Kitazawa, N. Mandolesi, P.N., A Sagnotti, 

“Pre-inflationary Relics in the CMB?”. PDU, 11, 68, 2017



Reconciling low and hi ell?

✓ Performing a MCMC analysis we can 
constrain this new parameter Delta

✓ Results depend on the considered 
Galactic mask. With an extended 
mask, the detection is significant at 
99% C.L.., and the model is 
statistically favored w.r.t. LCDM

Posterior probabilities of ∆, in Mpc^-1, (solid line 
for the standard mask with fsky ≃ 90%, and dashed 
line for an extended mask with fsky ≃ 40%).

This analysis indicates that the CMB
anisotropy pattern at large angular
scale exhibits some more power
around the Galactic area. Is this
power coming from last scattering
surface or it is not of cosmological
origin?

Obviously this is not enough evidence. 
Need to explore other observables 
(complicated, in a CV limited regime)
A.Gruppuso, N. Kitazawa, M. Lattanzi, N. Mandolesi, P.N., A 
Sagnotti, TBC soon



Status	of	Activities
• Large	topic,	expected	start-up	price	
• TD/A	researcher	not	hiring	before	February	(at	best)
• Current	status	in	view	of	RT1

First	Year,	t0+12months
•	Set	up	simulation	pipeline	for	theoretical	signal	and	realistic	sky	model.
=>	On-going	on	“selected”	topics,		interaction	with	Padova and	Roma2	WP
•	Set	up	data	analyses	on	Planck	legacy,	validation	checks
=>	Already	in	progress
•	Set	up	of	relevant	tools	for	likelihood	modeling	and	other	forms	of	parameter	constraints
=>	Important	also	to	feed	other	working	groups.


